Why you should NEVER visit the dentist:
Hello, today I'll be telling you why you should Never go to the dentist, EVER! I've been
there a million times, so I know the drill. As if anyone stares at your teeth...
Anyways, one of the things that gets me is the conversations:
Dentist- 'So, how was school today?'
Me- '(Mumbles).'
Dentist- 'That's nice.'
I mean, how are you suppose to talk to your dentist when they're are literally searching for
treasure in your mouth? It's just crazy! Well if you think that's the worst thing they can do, then
how about when they stab your gums like twenty times and they bleed, then the dentist says in
that sugary tone: 'If you flossed more,your gums wouldn't be bleeding. When he asks me when
the last time I flossed was, I tell him, don't you remember? You were there! You don't have to
floss all your teeth, just the ones you want to keep!
Who doesn't LOVE the appointments?! Like you get there at 10:00am but you end up seeing at
10:45am. Once, just once I came five minutes late, and guess what? They told me I was too late.
Sometimes when I come early, people who come after me end up getting in before me! I guess
they don't enjoy my visits as much as I do....
Even the waiting room is depressing. All those teeth hanging around the place on those dusty
old shelves. The smells. It's like you're in a pharmacy! And the drilling and banging sounds that
come from that room at the end that no one ever goes in. As well as the receptionist who every
once in a while peers through her creepy rounded glasses with that uncanny look on her
wrinkled old face.
Honesty, nothing is worse then the pain....
They say they put anesthetic but I'm pretty sure that it's just some cheap paste from the 2$ shop.
To make matters worse they say, 'Oh just relax, you won't even feel a thing.' In the loudest voice
ever, they whisper to the assistant, 'Lock the doors.' Are they for real?! Teeth are very vulnerable,
sensitive and super delicate. That's why pain can be felt so quickly. You know what? They might
as well remove the paste to lower treatment cost.
My dentist never compliments me. But once he said to me, 'You need a crown.' And I was like, 'I
know right!?' Though even that ended up with a shot of anesthetic that lasted for four hours. I'm
pretty sure that under that surgical mask, the dentist's teeth are worse than yours.
To sum it all up, no one likes the dentist, I mean I know l sure don't. But still, we've gotta have
some empathy for the guy. He uses all his energy acting mean and annoying, Every time I see
him . The man has fillings too. So that's why I really think that my dentist deserves a plaque.
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